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Abstract: Cost effective domination is derived from the study of unfriendly partitions of graphs. In this 
paper, the concept of cost effective and very cost effective is extended to subdivision and complement of 
graphs, and few families of graphs. 
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1. Introduction: The concept of cost effective partition was first introduced by Cowan and Emerson [1] 
in the year 1990 in the name of unfriendly partition. Favaron [2] has studied unfriendly partition in the 
name of global offensive alliances in graphs. The concept of unfriendly partition was changed as 
satisfactory partition by Gerber [3] in 1998. The cost effective partition on graphs was introduced by 
Hedetnimei [4] in 2012. The term ‘cost effective’ was become familiar and then unfriendly partition was 
renamed as cost effective. The very cost effective bipartitions in graphs was introduced by Haynes and 
Vasylieva I [5] in 2015. 
 
In terms of an application, we assume that maintaining edges in a network has an associated cost, and 
thus they should be used effectively. We assume that an edge between a vertex in a set S and a vertex in 
V \ S is being used effectively, while an edge between two vertices in S is not necessarily being used cost 
effectively. Thus, a vertex is considered to be cost effective if at least as many edges incident to it are 
being used cost effectively as not. 
  
Also, (very) cost effective partitions are motivated by business applications. For example, a company 
that offers service to both customers and employees would want to be certain to make more money than 
it is spending. Let the edges inside S represent services that employees are using (internal cost), and let 
edges between S and V \ S represent income from customers paying the company for services. If the 
company allows employees to use the services it offers for free or at a discounted price, then the 
company needs to have more edges between S and V \ S to be able to make a profit. Thus, for each 
vertex, v  S it would be necessary for v to have at least as many neighbors in V \ S as in S in order for 
the company to make money. 
 
1.1 Preliminaries: 

Definition 1.1.1: A vertex in a set v SÎ  is said to be cost effective if it is adjacent to at least as many 

vertices in \V S  as it in S , that is, ( ) ( ) ( \ )N v S N v V SÇ £ Ç . A set is cost effective if every vertex 

v SÎ is cost effective. 

  

Fig 1.1.1: 6 4C and K  is Cost Effective 
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Definition 1.1.2:  A vertex in a set v SÎ is said to be very cost effective if it is adjacent to more vertices 

as in \V S than in S , that is, ( ) ( ) ( \ )N v S N v V SÇ < Ç . A set is very cost effective if every vertex 

v SÎ is very cost effective.  
 
Definition 1.1.3: A bipartition π = {S, V \ S} is called cost effective if (i) for every vertex i  S,       |N(i) ∩ 
(V \ S)| ≥ |N(i) ∩ S|, and (ii) for every vertex j  V \ S, |N(j) ∩ S| ≥|N(j)∩(V \S)|. Thus, given a cost 
effective partition π = {S, V \S}, every vertex in S is cost effective with respect to the set S, and every 
vertex in V \ S is cost effective with respect to the set V \ S. 
 
Definition 1.1.4: A bipartition π = {S, V \ S} of the vertices V of a graph G = (V, E) is very cost effective if 
(i) for every vertex u  S, |N[u] ∩ (V \ S)| ≥ |N[u] ∩ S|, and (ii) for every vertex    v  V \S, |N[v]∩S| ≥ 
|N[v]∩(V \S)|. Equivalently, every vertex in S is very cost effective with respect to S, and every vertex in 
V \ S is very cost effective with respect to V \ S. A graph G is called very cost effective if it has a very cost 

effective bipartition. A bipartition { , \ }S V Sp = is called very cost effective if both the sets are very 

cost effective sets. 
 

 
 
In 1.1.2, the darkened vertices are cost effective and very cost effective but in figure 1.1.3, the darkened 
vertices are cost effective but not very cost effective.  
 
Definition 1.1.5: A wheel graph is a graph formed by connecting a single vertex to all vertices of a cycle. 

The wheel graph is denoted as nW . It has n vertices and 2( 1)n - edges. In other words, the wheel graph 

is the graph join of 1nC K+ . 

 
 

Fig 1.1.4: Wheel Graph 1,4W . 

 

Definition 1.1.6: A shell graph is a graph formed by cycle nC  with ( 3)n - chords sharing a common 

point called apex. The shell graph is denoted by ( , 3)C n n - . 
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Fig 1.1.5: Shell Graph (7, 4)C . 

 

Definition 1.1.7: Let G be a graph, then complement of G is denoted byG , if G  have the same vertex 

set ofG and two vertices are adjacent in G are not adjacent inG . 
 

 
 

Definition 1.1.8: A subdivision of graph ( )S G is a graph resulting from a subdivision of edges ofG . 

Subdivision of some edge e  with end points ( , )u v  yields a graph containing one new vertex w  and 

with an edge set replacing the e by two new edges ( , )u w and ( , )w v . 

 

 
Fig 1.1.7: Subdivision of Graph 

 
Subdivision of Few Graphs: 

Graph 
Graph G Subdivision of G 

No. of vertices No. of edges No. of vertices No. of edges 

nP  n  1n-  2 1n-  2( 1)n -  

nC  n  n  2n  2n  

nW  n  2( 1)n -  3 2n -  4( 1)n -  

1,nS  n  1n-  2 1n-  2( 1)n -  

nK  n  
( 1)

2

n n-
 

( 1)

2

n n+
 ( 1)n n -  

 
2. Basic Results: 
Theorem 2.1: (T. W. Haynes, S. T. Hedetnimei & McCoy, 2012) 

Every finite connected graph G of order 2n ³  is unfriendly (cost effective) partition. 
 

                  u       e       v                                       u      
1e    w      

2e     v    
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Corollary 2.1: (T. W. Haynes, S. T. Hedetnimei & McCoy, 2012) 

Let S  be cost effective set of G . If every vertex in S  has odd degree, then S  is a very cost effective set 

of G . 
 
Theorem 2.2: (Inna Vasylieva & T. W. Haynes, 2013) 
The following classes of graphs are very cost effective:  

1. Connected bipartite graphs ( , , )G X Y E=  of order 2n ³ , 

2. Complete graphs 2kK of even order, 

3. The corona 1G Ko , where G  is a nontrivial connected graph ,  

4. The wheel 1,kW  for 4k ¹ . 

 
Theorem 2.3: (Inna Vasylieva & T. W. Haynes, 2013) 

No cycle of 2 1kC +
 of odd order is very cost effective 

 
3. Cost Effective and Very Cost Effective Bipartition 
Theorem 3.1:  If path graph is cost effective and very cost effective for an even order, then subdivision of 
path graph is also cost effective and very cost effective. 

Proof: Let G be a graph having n  vertices and 1n-  edges and H  be subdivision of graph G . 

Consider the bipartition { , }G X Yp =  such that X has odd order vertices and Y has even order vertices 

.Let 1 2{ , ,...., }nv v v be the vertices in X and  1 2{ , ,...., }nu u u  be vertices in Y. Consider v XÎ , such that 

v  has more adjacency in Y than in X and consideru YÎ ,where u  has more adjacency in X  than in 

Y . Hence G  is cost effective and very cost effective. Consider another bipartition { , }H S Tp =  such 

that S has vertices of G and T has subdivided vertices. Then the vertices in S  has more adjacency in 

T than in S , and vice-versa. Hence, H is cost effective and very cost effective. 
 

 

Fig 3.1: Illustration for Subdivision of Path 3P . 

 
Theorem 3.2: The complement of path graph is cost effective and very cost effective. 

Proof: Let G be a graph with n  vertices is cost effective and very cost effective. Let H  be complement 

G  of graph G. By definition of complement graph, the vertices adjacent in G  are not adjacent inH

.Consider the partition { , }H S Tp =  such that X and Y has vertex set with adjacency in G  but not in

H . Check for adjacency in complement graph. Let iv be the vertex in X and iu be the vertex inY . 

Consider v XÎ , it has more adjacency in Y ,   and  u YÎ ,  it has more adjacency in X than in Y. Hence 

H  is cost effective and very cost effective.                                                                     1v                                 

3v  
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Fig 3.2: Illustration for 
4P . 

 
Theorem 3.3:  The complement of odd order path graph is cost effective but not very cost effective. 

Proof:  Let G be a graph with n  vertices is cost effective and very cost effective. Let H  be complement 

G  of graph G. 

Consider a bipartition ( , )X Yp =  such that X and Y are vertex set with adjacency in G  but not 

adjacency in H . Let 1 2{ , ,...., }nv v v
 
be set of vertices in X and 1 2{ , ,..., }nu u u  be set of vertices inY . 

Consider v XÎ , v  has adjacency, at least as many vertices in Y . Also consideru YÎ , then u  has   

more adjacency in X. Since X satisfies only the condition of cost effective, H is cost effective but not 
very cost effective.  
 

 
 
Theorem 3.4:  All book graphs are cost effective and very cost effective. 

Proof:  Consider a bipartition ( , )X Yp = such that X has set of vertices with even order, represented 

by iu  and Y has the set of vertices with odd order, represented by iv , where 1,2,3,....,i n= . Consider a 

vertex u XÎ ,  it has more adjacency in Y than in X  and v YÎ  has more adjacency in X  than inY . 
(i.e) Every  vertex in X is cost effective and very cost effective  with respect to X and every  vertex in Y is 
cost effective and very cost effective  with respect to Y. Hence  book graphs are cost effective and very 
cost effective. 
 

 

 
Fig 3.4: Illustration for Book Graph 

1v 2v

3v4v

5v 6v 7v 8v
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Theorem 3.5: If C is a cycle of even order, then the shell graph ( , 3)C n n -  is cost effective and very cost 

effective. 

Proof: Let G  be a shell graph. Let us label the vertices as 1 2, ,.., nv v v . Consider a bipartition 

{ , }X Yp =  such that X  has even order vertices and Y  has odd order vertices. Consider a vertex vi ε X, 

i=2,4…n  then it has more adjacency withY . Consider a vertex   jv YÎ  for j=1,3,5…n-1 then it has more 

adjacency with X . Hence G is cost effective and very cost effective. 

 

 
Fig 3.5:  Illustration for Shell Graph 

 

Theorem 3.6: If cycle is odd order, then ( , 3)C n n - is cost effective but not very cost effective. 

Proof: Let G  be a shell graph. Let us label the vertices as 1 2, ,.., nv v v . Consider a bipartition 

{ , }X Yp =  such that X  has even order vertices and Y  has odd order vertices. Consider a vertex vi ε X, 

i=2,4…n.  One of vertex vi  has equal number of adjacency in X  as well as inY . Also for jv YÎ   

j=1,3,5…n-1 one of the vertex has equal number of adjacency  in both sets. Hence the graph G is cost 
effective but not very cost effective. 
 
Theorem 3.7: The complement of wheel graph is cost effective and very cost effective for even order but 
not very cost effective for odd order.   
 

 

Fig 3.6: Illustration for 
1,4W . 

 

Proof: In
1,4W , the vertices are partitioned into two sets such as X and Y such that X has vertices 

1 2 3, ,v v v  and the set Y  has vertices 4 5,v v . Consider a vertex 1v , such that it has more adjacency with Y

than in X  and consider a vertex in Y such that it has more adjacency in X than in Y. Hence the wheel 
graph is cost effective and very cost effective for even order. For odd order, the adjacency condition is 

not satisfied for very cost effective. Hence for wheel 1,nW  for odd order n   is cost effective but not very 

cost effective. 
 
Conclusion: Cost effective and very cost effective bipartition is extended to few families of graph. We 
found that subdivision and the complement of path graph is cost effective and very cost effective, the 
complement of odd  order path is cost effective but not very cost effective. Cost effectiveness of shell 
graph, book graph, etc., were also found. 
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